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NEW HORIZONS

	

Very careful readers of PNL will see a slight change in the set-up
of this issue . The change is not important . 'hat is important is ,

that as of July 1951, the PEACE-NEWS-LETTER, published continuously by the Syracus e

Peace Council since January 1936, becomes the organ of the NEW YORK STATE PEACE COUN-
CIL. This means both a broader base of support and a wider horizon of usefulness fo r
PNL . It means that PNL will no longer be used for items of purely local interest t o
Syracuse and Onondaga County, but will try to serve the interests of peace worker s
throughout the up-State area. To make this possible we earnestly invite the comment s
and suggestions of State Council members, and particularly brief reports of program
activities that may be suggestive for other communities . One of the primary purpose s
of the State Council is mutual aid and strength through cooperation . PNL can help
us achieve this purpose .

Fifteen years is a relatively long life for such a sheet as this . There have

been very many gratifying evidences of wide reader interest and use . One of these
has been the large number of readers who carry their subscriptions with them when they
move to distant parts . We hope that it will continue to be a small but useful tool
the hands of devoted peace-makers . To this end the policies that have guided it sinc e
1936 will be continued until better ones appear: 1 . to give information not readil y
available through commercial channels ; 2 . to be practically suggestive ; 3. to be fac- ,
tually reliable ; 4. to editorialize very rarely ; 5 . to be brief and pointed .

You can help greatly by introducing PNL to new readers . To make this easy, we
are offering subscriations, during July and August, for the remainder of this calen-
dar year : four for one dollar . ,

The ATdMIC In a day in which "Operation Killer" receives widespread popular approv-
INDIVIDU4LL al and support, and in which the worth of the human person is not only

challenged by society but questioned by ourselves, these words of Si r
Senegal Rau, India's permanent representative to the United Nations, are worth ponder-
ing:

"The atomic bomb is the greatest explosive force that we know in the physica l
world today . Yet, what starts this tremendous explosion is one single neutron- -
an infinitesimal, invisible particle which acting as a kind of gun first sets of f
two other guns and then each of these two sets off two others and so on, unti l
there is a terrific force of almost earth-shaking dimensions .

"What is true of the physical world is also true of the moral ; there also we
may have vast chain-reactions radiating from a single individual . One of the
lessons which we may learn from modern science, therefore, is the importance o f
the infinitesimally small and by analogy, the tremendous potential worth of th e
individual human person and the immense value of individual freedom . If a single
individual, organization, or country can set in motion the right kind of idea ,
it may ultimately move the whole world . "

STATISTICS The International Refugee Organization of UN is to be disbanded thi s
year . Ecumenical World Mews reports that in addition to the 10 millio n

refugees in Europe there are i million hopeless Arabs in Palestine, and an incalcula-
ble number in Korea . Of one group in Bavaria the State Secretary for Refugee Affair s
reports : "32 per cent own no kitchen utensils ; 18 per cent must cook and heat with
borrowed stoves ; 10 per cent have no stoves at all ; 31 per cent are wearing borrowe d
clothing ; 25 per cent have no clothing in reserve ; 30 per cent are sleeping on bor-
rowed beds ; 22 per cent must sleep without beds ; 19 per cent have borrowed bed linen ;
8 per cent have no sheets or pillow cases ; 26 per cent were once independent workers ;
3 per cent are independent workers today . "

ONE OF TBE

	

One of the refugees in Germany describes the plight of a company o f
STATISTICS

	

those unhappy millions who had recently been moved to a new "location . "

"We looked so much forward to this moving and had the great hope to come int o
a region of great industry . ' :'e were sent into very remote villages, secluded fro m
any traffic . . .Nobody in the village has an automobile . Six or seven teams of horse s
are in the village, all the other farmers till their fields with milk cows. The
country is very poor, the life of its inhabitants very hard . Into such places refu-
gees are resettled without any possibility to find here a new home and a new exist-
ence . I am trying to find a place of living . This is very difficult, as all the
dwellings are occupied and many thousands of homes are still missing . Reconstruc-
tion proceeds very slowly . Of the incoming taxes there have to be paid first of all
the occupation troups, second are the federal governments with their buildings an d
extravagant expenses . Our federal government has one third more of officials and
enuloyees as we had in the old All German Reich . We have twice as many representa-
tives in parliament than the U .S .A. Therefore very little is left for purposes o f
social welfare as f.i . for the problems of the refugees . 7e were offered for th e
lost household furniture 400 to 600 DM., for this money one can scarcely buy a kitch-
en set . On the other hand billions are spent for war purposes and rearmament . We
driven out refugees have to suffer most under the insecure political conditions and
we are put off from month to month, from year to year . "

OUR CLOTHING CENTER ADDRESS IS 722 North Salina Street .



Essay for Our Times V

From Arnold Toynbee' s WAR AND CIVILIZATIOiT

An instrument that has once been used to destroy life cannot then be used to pre -
serve life at the user's convenience . The function of weapons is to kill ; and a
ruler who has not scrupled to 'wade through slaughter to a throne' will find -
if he tries to maintain his power thereafter without further recourse to the gri m
arts which have gained it - that sooner or later he will be confronted with a
choice between letting the power slip through his fingers or else renewing hi s
lease of it by means of another bout of bloodshed . The man of violence cannot
both genuinely repent of his violence and permanently profit by it . The law o f
karma is not evaded so easily as that . The saviour with the sword may perhap s
build a house upon the sand but never the house upon a rock . And he will not be
able to build for Eternity vicariously by the expedient of a division of labou r
between a blood-guilty David and an innocent Solomon ; for the stones with whic h
Solomon builds will have been of David's hewing ; and the veto pronounced agains t
the father - 'Thou shalt not build an house for my name because thou hast been a
man of war and hast shed blood' - spells doom for a house built by the son on th e
father's behalf .

	

(vp 144-45 )

The glory of Solomon is a glory that fades ; and, if Solomon is a failure, then
David - and David's forerunners - have wielded their swords in vain . The truth
seems to be that a sword which h es once drunk blood cannot be permanently re -
strained from drinking blood again, any more than a tiger who has once taste d
human flesh can be prevented from becoming a man-eater from that time onwards .
The men-eating tiger is, no doubt, a tiger doomed to death ; if he escapes the
bullet he will die of the mange . Yet, even if the tiger could foresee his doom ,
he would probably be unable to subdue the devouring appetite which his firs t
taste of man-meat has awakened in his meal and so it is with a society that ha s
once sought salvation through the sword . Its leaders may repent of their butch-
er's work ; they may show mercy on their enemies, like Caesar, and demobiliz e
their armies, like Augustus ; and, as they ruefully hide the sword away, they may
resolve in complete good faith that they will never draw it again exc ept for the
assuredly beneficent, and therefore legitimate, purpose of preserving the peac e
against criminals still at large within the borders of their tardily establishe d
universal state or against barbarians still recalcitrant in the outer darkness .
They may clinch this resolution with an oath and reinforce it with an exorcism ;
and for a season they may a spear to have successfully achieved the pious tour de
force of bitting and bridling Murder and harnessi :g him to the chariot of Life ;

yet, though their fair-seeming Pax Oecumenica may stand steady on its grim foun-
dation of buried sword-blades for thirty or a hundred or two hundred years, Time
sooner or later will bring their work to naught .

Time is, indeed, working against these unha ppy empire-builders from the outset ;
for sword-blades are foundations that never settle . yxposed or buried, thes e
blood-stained weapons still retain their sinister (charge of karma ; and this means _
that they cannot really turn into inanimate foundation-stones, but must ever b e
stirring - like the dragon's-tooth seed that they are - to spring to the surfac e
again in a fresh cro p_ of slaying and dying gladiators . Under its serene mas' .: o f
effortless supremacy the Oecumenical Peace of a universal state is fighting, al l
the time, a desperate losing battle against an unexorcized demon of Violence i n
its own bosom . . .

	

(nn 157-58 )
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